
WRITING A PERSONAL BIO SAMPLE

Is your professional bio as good as it can be? In this article, we have nine real bio examples you should definitely
compare yours to -- and a.

When writing your biography, you also have to consider your needs, goals and what your readers hope to
achieve after reading your bio. Outside of work, I enjoy hiking with friends and family. So if you find a
structure you like and think sounds unique, borrow it! Professional Bio Sample. When you have more space,
share something personal about who you are. Because the author focuses on one aspect of the person and he
gives specific examples. Professional bios allow you to go into a bit more detail than short social media bios,
especially on LinkedIn. Even if you have a contact page on your site, or perhaps widgets on your website that
link to your social media interview sites, make a point to include the most direct mode of connection at the
end of your personal bio. And remember to consider the tone of your voice on each platform. Personal bios are
often the most difficult as this requires you to analyze which information best suits your needs that will attract
your readers. Get help from an expert. Books mentioned in this post: The links below are Amazon affiliate
links. Introduce yourselfâ€¦ like a real person. BrandYourself has helped nearly a million customers advance
their careers by cleaning up, protecting and improving their online reputation. John specializes in Human
Resource technologies and regularly attends national training sessions to showcase new HR tech trends, such
as self-service, wellness apps, and people analytics tools. Those who have mastered the steps of how to write a
bio spend a lot of time doing this. Focus on how to begin your bio, and build upon this strong foundation.
Below are some of my top tips on how to write a personal bio that maximizes your career opportunities. No
sense of connection. A hassle. Otherwise, consider whether you want your audience to have a more personal
experience when reading your bio. Understanding how to write a bio is a lot easier when you have a little help.
If you had never heard of him before, he makes it quite easy to get up to speed and find out about his work.
This way, people looking for you in a professional capacity can find you associated with those words
immediately. One thing we like about this biography example is that he alternates between lists and
paragraphs to help break things up. Cater your personal bio to your goals. How to write a short professional
bio Want to make a big impression with only a few words? Change that in just 7 days â€” take our free course
to create a more stylish space! For a three-sentence bio, consider these three objectives: Tell readers who you
are and what you do Reveal a glimpse of your personality Encourage readers to find out more For instance,
my author bio is: Henneke Duistermaat is an irreverent writer on a mission to stamp out gobbledygook. Why
is this description powerful? Here are two examples of bad openings that you should avoid at all costs. Even
from a branding perspective, word count is still important because you want to make sure that you are sharing
as much relevant information with the reader as possible. Tim is a master at promoting his work and when he
wrote his bio he took full advantage of the opportunity. Ask trusted friends and colleagues to review your bio
for tips on improving your spelling, grammar or included information. Jennifer Jackson spent in the savannah
of West Africa, looking at ways to reduce poaching rates and save her favorite species of animals. You have to
be ruthless. It can make or break whether someone wants to take the next step and work with you. John enjoys
a good Netflix binge but can also be found on long bike rides on hilly country roads. It also lists her contact
info and professional website, in case her followers would like to contact her. Even for the most confident
person, self-promotion can be exhausting. Mention the product, company or service in a way that helps you
tell your own story in a natural way. More from HowToWrite:. It made me wonder, if I were a dog, what dog
would I be?


